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How does AbaWeb work?

AbaWeb is a cloud-based Abacus software, 
that allows you to easily use and individually combine 
various Abacus modules on a subscription basis. 
Whether you only want to use part of the Abacus 
Business Software or need the whole package -  
with AbaWeb you have full control.

As an AbaWeb customer, you can count on simplified cooperation with us, your AbaWeb 
provider. Our software helps you automate and streamline your processes, saving 
you time and resources. You get exactly the information you need to make informed 
decisions and increase your efficiency.

We offer flexible subscription models that allow you to adapt the software to your needs 
at any time. So if your needs change in the future, you can easily return to AbaWeb.

Discover the many benefits AbaWeb has to offer now and let our software convince you. 
Get started today and experience an optimised and more efficient way of working.

The choice is yours

 AbaWeb subscriptions provide decision-makers with 
exactly the information they need to make informed 
decisions.

 With AbaWeb you are not forced to subscribe to a 
complete package, but only to those modules of the 
Abacus Business Software that are important to you.

 As a start-up, you can even work with our AbaNinja 
software free of charge.

 Once your needs increase, we recommend using 
AbaWeb.
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Advantages & Highlights

All Abacus modules are accessible without an 
interface since they are fully integrated into the 
ERP. For every need there is a suitable solution from 
Abacus’ modular expandable software palette.

Scalable costs
The software is purchased as a service (SaaS). This 
means no direct costs for IT infrastructure. The usage 
costs can be calculated exactly.
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Which software best suits your needs?

Standard 
21.AbaNinja Standalone

Flexible 
AbaWeb & 21.AbaNinja Sync

Individual 
AbaWeb & Abacus Enterprise

Customized 
Abacus Enterprise

Number of employees 1-4 5-9 10-49 from 50

Companies 375,000 145,000 50,000 10,500

Chart of accounts Standard as default Based on standard Individual Individual

Automation G/L business transactions Standardized automation Automation Automation Individual automation

Cost centres Yes, via AbaWeb

Know-how accounting None Available Available Professional

Fiduciary today Not available, no digital 
communication Special cases, digital task sharing Digital task sharing in-house 

activities External consult, special cases

Fiduciary tomorrow External CFO Consulting, outsourcing Consulting, outsourcing special 
cases External consultant special cases

Service entry and time recording 

Project management

Expense and document entry

Automatic bank reconciliation

Electronic invoices 
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